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Hip Hop & Rap Evolution and Music Festivals

  Even though hip hop & rap  have become known as a much more simple type of music 

than other music genres such as rock, pop, alternative, etc. nothing sounds better than a good 

bass drop that vibrates windows and the ground nearby. Since the mid-1970s, rap and hip hop 

has grown from a barely popular style to the massive giant it is today. The music genre hip hop 

& rap has been an incredible force and has affected our society dramatically since then.

  “Hip hop & rap began in the early nineteen seventies in and around New York, the Bronx 

specifically. One of the first rappers came from Jamaica and decided to move here and he went 

by the name Kool DJ Herc.”(Bey Alexander)  This sparked the Hip Hop movement in the late 

1970s and early nineteen eighties. In the past twenty five years or so hip hop and rap has planted 

itself in just about everywhere in the United States and even in other countries. Once Kool DJ 

Herc had opened the floor it was an all-out free-for-all for the title of being the best rapper out 

there. New rappers became known such as Grandmaster Flash, Sugar Hill Gang, Furious Five, 

and many others. 

  “As rap music spread throughout the urban community of New York, many people began 

to use it as a form of expression that offered unlimited boundaries.”(Bey Alexander) Rap started 

to change into a more social friendly type of music, meaning music that everyone can relate to. 



In other words rappers would talk about his or her everyday problems or routine. It was all about 

originality of the lyrics and the rhythm of the song.

 According to Breck Dorsey another friend of mine who is a huge Grandmaster Flash fan. 

He said that Grandmaster Flash became known as the creator of d-jaying because he created the 

basic terms of the DJ decade that DJs still follow today.  “Techniques including 

‘cutting’ (moving between tracks exactly on beat), ‘back spinning’ (manually turning records to 

repeat brief snippets of sound), and ‘phasing’ (manipulating turntable speeds).” In 1977, 

Grandmaster Flash began working in groups such as the Furious Five. Once he joined this group, 

their recognition spread all throughout New York and they became very well known for their 

lyrics and signature trading. Once they had risen to the highest point of their success, another 

group that joined forces was called Sugar Hill Gang. At the time they were more of a group of 

the dance genre. Opinions still spur that Sugar Hill Gang was the first hip hop and rap group to 

come about, which is untrue. Sugar Hill Gang just had a few very popular songs which made 

them well known on the radio.

 Once the 1990s hit, rap started going through a metamorphosis into more of a "gangster 

rap". This change in the style of rap was led by the group N.W.A. (N****** With Attitude). This 

group originated in Los Angeles. This was the perfect spark that was needed for  the next up and 

coming rapper that was about to come from there. In 1989 the music group N.W.A released the 

single called "Fuck The Police".  "It set a precedent for numerous actions against N.W.A., 

including the first time anyone in the music industry had ever received a threatening letter from 

the FBI."(Alexander) N.W.A. had continued to make several popular hits that talked about 

violence and profane actions such as rape, killing police, drugs, prostitution, and oral sex. One of 



their most popular hits that was known for its very crude and violent lyrics “efil4zaggin” which 

is niggaz4life backwards. Unfortunately, shortly after the group all of the sudden fell apart, much 

like several rock bands whether it was disagreement with one another or other reasons.

  Rap would be nothing today without one of the oldest and most famous rappers today 

and still making songs, Snoop Dogg. To this day he has been rapping for more than twenty-five 

years. His real name is Calvin Broadas and was introduced to the world in the early 1990s. 

Snoop Dogg became known because he was featured in none other than Dr. Dre’s The Chronic. 

Snoop Dogg probably became one of the most famous rappers of the 90s and today because of 

his lyric rhythm and how he describes himself as a badass with violence, but makes it unsure to 

the audience because he hasn’t really been to jail or arrested. Well, it didn’t take long, he was 

soon arrested in 1993 for being a suspect for an accomplice in a murder. “However, he was later 

acquited, but it helped strengthened his album released that year, Doggystyle”(Alexander)

 Rap started to take the United States by storm. Not to mention two of the biggest game 

changers in rap history, Tupac Shakur and Biggie Smalls. These two rap giants took rap to a 

whole new level of lyrics, rhythm, and creativity. These two rappers were an unstoppable force 

in the 1990s and they could not be touched. Biggie Smalls and Tupac Shakur in the beginning 

had a friendly rivalry. Then soon afterward their feelings became bitter and full of hatred toward 

one another. In fact each of them dedicated a song to killing the other. Tupac's song that was an 

open threat toward Biggie Smalls was known as "Hit Em Up". This rivalry turned out to be 

which side of the country was better or the best at rap, the east coast or the west coast. Tupac was 

known as the rapper who represented “thug rap” or “ganster” and was from the west coast and 

Biggie Smalls was from the east coast. An unfortunate event occured not soon after the rivalry, 



“on September 13, 1996, while Notorious B.I.G. was preparing for his second album, Tupac 

Shakur was shot and killed in Las Vegas.”(Alexander) this tragic coincidence sparked the news 

and blamed Biggie for the death of Tupac. It was believed that Biggie had communicated with 

some of his allies and basically had but a hit on Tupac. However, they weren’t the only ones who 

had believed that he was the cause of Tupac’s death. “Early in the morning of March 9, 1997, 

Notorious B.I.G. was returning to his hotel in Los Angeles after a Soul Train Award party when 

another car pulled up alongside his car and opened fire, killing him instantly.”(Bey Alexander) 

Coincidentally, Tupac had been murdered on six months before that. 

 Unfortunately, following the death of these two titans of this particular type of music, a 

complete shift in the opposite direction occurred. Rap then took out all of the profanity and “thug 

attitude” it had once had and became more “radio friendly”.(Alexander) Surprisingly, there were 

some positives that came out of this, this was a movement for women because they started 

becoming rappers too, rappers including Queen Latifah, Salt N’ Pepa, Lisa Lopez, etc.

 I interviewed Ford McLiney, a hip hop and rap fanatic and he said “the rap industry today 

has become one of the biggest businesses in our country.” It has unbelievably made those top 

rappers today one of the most paid entertainers of our time  And according “Top Rappers Of The 

21st Century” those top ten rappers today go in the descending order of: Rick Ross, Jadakiss, 

Young Jeezy, Drake, Ludacris, T.I., 50 Cent, Kanye West, Lil’ Wayne, and of course the greatest 

rapper out there and possibly ever, Eminem.

 Eminem, or Marshall Mathers was born on October 17th, 1972 in St. Joseph Missouri. 

Marshall had a very tough childhood growing up. He was constantly moving with his mother and 

was constantly bullied which drove him to rap, which he had a passion for. His burning love for 



rap throughout his life has kept him sane. Throughout his life he has struggled with drug and 

family issues, but has made his way to the top of the rankings today. He is most well known for 

his stories about his life in his songs. His songs always talk about what has happened in the past 

and how he has come out of his past problems mentally stronger and more determined to be 

successful.

 However, the most successful rapper is Jay-Z. Jay-Z became one of the most rich in such 

a short amount of time. Jay-Z grew up in Brooklyn and dealt with a very challenging childhood, 

not to mention, drug dealer. His way to the top is very legendary and respected by other rappers 

today according to Bey Alexander. One of Jay-Z's biggest hits today is "Empire State of Mind". 

This song became very popular in 2009.

  According to MetroWize, in February theres a music festival that occurs annually called 

Noisepop. It consists of the genres rock, punk, hip hop, rap and alternative. It has been going on 

in San Francisco, CA since 1993 and occurs annually between February 22-27. There’s another 

festival, however, I do not know the name in Indio, California that’s been happening annually 

between April 15-17. This year it featured Kanye West and many others. This festival takes place 

over three days full of  rock, hip hop and rap, and electronica. Another very famous and well 

known music festival thats been happening for the past decade is Bonnaroo. One of the big 

headliners this past June was Eminem. It has been voted by users of stub hub as the best music 

festival on the East Coast. Bonnaroo is anything but small, it has over 100,000 people who attend 

every year. It takes place in Manchester, Tennessee.

  Hip Hop and Rap started out in the 1970s as merely a blip on the radar. As time 

progressed, hip hop and rap became bigger and bigger. Since then it has been nearly unstoppable. 



Not only did it get bigger, but it went through many changes. As Alexannder Bey stated in his 

article that it originally started out with more of a Jamaican style rap included with disc 

jockeying. Shortly after rap had become more about lyrics and rhythms and overall creativity. It 

became more social like a rapper could rap about their daily routines or a bad day, or an action 

like brushing their teeth, the list goes on and on. It then took a turn in the opposite direction and 

became more of of what society calls “gangster rap”. This rap consistently talked about violence 

and rape and other things such as prostitution in the lyrics. There was much controversy over 

those years due to such crude language. But by the the 1990s rap had spread over the country 

like an epidemic. More and more famous rappers came about such as Snoop Dogg, Tupac 

Shakur, Biggie Smalls, Eminem, and many others that weren’t mentioned. But it wasn’t till the 

late 1990s and early 2000s that rap took shape. And with that it had branched out even more to 

rappers of different ethnicities and female rappers. Hip Hop and Rap today has become one of 

the biggest business industries of the country if not the world. Hip Hop and Rap has done more 

than that, it has even affect the style of living today. Even the clothes that are worn today has 

been affected by rap. It has affected the products sold today. For example, why would college 

students or teenagers want to put sub woofers in their cars? To have bass in a song hit harder on 

particular songs and the songs are probably rap songs. It sounds crazy, but rap probably had an 

influence on how some people want big rims on their cars too. Even violence today has 

something to do with violence described in some artists’ songs. Some kids today probably 

commit an act of violence because Lil’ Wayne or Eminem talk about it in their music. People 

may have not realized this, but rap has not only become popular in the past years, but it has also 

affected the way of living or influenced the actions of some people. 


